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Using the theory of generalized functions and the theory of Fourier transforms
in several complex variables, previous authors developed a nonconstructive,
integral representation for power series solutions to a given system of linear, con-
stant coefficient partial differential equations (PDEs). For a variety of reasons that
theory is quite technical. In this paper we describe an algorithm which gives a con-
structive, countable basis for the set of power series solutions to a given system of
linear, constant coefficient PDEs.  1999 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
In this introductory section, we define some notation, give an overview
of the history of our problem, and, in general terms, describe the method
we use for finding a basis for the power series solutions to a given system
of linear, constant coefficients PDEs.
Let R[D]=R[D1 , ..., Dn]=R[x1 , ..., xn] denote the set of
all constant coefficient polynomials in D1 , ..., Dn and let R[[x]]=
R[[x1 , ..., xn]] denote the set of all formal power series in x1 , ..., xn .
We also let I(D) be any ideal in R[D] and N(I(D))=
[ f # R[[x]] | P(D) f=0 for all P # I(D)]. N(I(D)) is a R linear space.
When n=1, I(D) is generated by a single polynomial P(D) and
Z((P(D)) )=Z(I(D)) :#: [r # C | P(r)=0] are called the ‘‘characteristic
roots’’ of the ideal (P( y)). Z(I(D)) is simply the complex roots of the
equation P( y)=0. Let P( y) have distinct roots r1 , ..., rt , with multiplicities
m1 , ..., mt (so deg P( y)=m1+ } } } +mt). Euler effectively showed that
[xskerkx | 0skmk&1, 1kt; sk , k # N] (1)
forms a basis for N(I(D)). Solutions to P(D) u(x)=0 of the form Q(x) erkx
where Q(x) is a polynomial are called exponential-polynomial solutions.
If n>1, Z(I( y))=Z(I( y1 , ..., yn))=[r=(r1 , ..., rn) # Cn | P(r)=0\P #
I( y)] is a complex algebraic set and is the union of algebraic varieties
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associated with the primary divisors of the ideal I( y). In this case, if
r # Z(I( y)) and P( y) # I( y), it is easily verified that P(D) erx=P(r) erx=0.
So for every point in Z(I( y)) there exists an element erx of N(I(D)).
In general, Z(I( y)) has continuum many points (for example, this will
certainly happen if the number of generators of I( y) is less than n, the
number of variables).
Working in the 1960’s, Ehrenpreis [9, 10] and Palomdor [11] deve-
loped representations for elements of N(I(D)). The theory of generalized
functions (also called distribution theory) and the theory of Fourier transforms
in several complex variables were essential ingredients in the development
of these representations, which we will now roughly describe.
Let I( y)=1 & } } } & m be a primary decomposition of I( y).
Let Vi=Z(i) be the algebraic variety associated with the ideal i (so
Vi=[z=Cn | i (z)=0]). Then there exists a finite set of polynomials
[Qij (x, r) | 1 jT i , 1im] so that the following integral representation
for elements of Z(I(D)) exists.
Let K be a compact, convex subset of Rn and suppose u(x) # N(I(D)) &
C(K).
Then there exist complex measures +ij in Cn, supported by Vi so that
u(x)= :
m
i=1
:
Ti
j=1
| Qij (x, r) exr d+ ij (r) (2)
where Ti and Qij (x, r) depend on ‘‘multiplicity characteristics’’ of the
primary ideals i and where these integrals are absolutely convergent.
A complete description of the ‘‘multiplicity characteristics’’ of the i and
how they are related to the Ti and Qij (x, r) is quite technical and not
necessary for our summary of this previous work.
The representation (2) is existential, which is to say that, except in
special cases, there is no obvious way of finding an actual representation
for a specific element of N(I(D)).
The introductions in [11] and [9] give good overviews of this theory.
The clearest, most concise exposition of this theory (that the author has
found) is in Chapter 8 of [17].
In this paper we present a new representation for elements of N(I(D)).
Our method is elementary, does not require the theory of generalized
functions, the theory of Fourier transforms, nor special considerations
due to the multiplicity problem. Additionally, our method will give an
explicit representation for the elements of N(I(D)) as countable, linear
combinations of special basis functions which are elements of N(I(D)).
Let R[:]=R[:1 , ..., :n ]&R[ y]I( y), that is to say that, R[:] is
isomorphic to the residue class ring R[ y]I( y) where :i W [ yi].
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We use lexicographic ordering on Nn to order the monomials in R[:].
Using these monomials we define a R vector space basis B for R[:] as
follows: :k # B if :k cannot be written as a R linear combination of
monomials preceding it in the lexicographic ordering. So there exists a sub-
set J of Nn so that B=[:k | k # J] is a vector space basis for R[:] with the
property that every monomial in R[:] which is not in B can be written as
a unique, linear combination of monomials preceding it in B.
We form
ez=e
n
i=1 xi :i= :
k # Nn
X k :k \where Xk=x
k1
1 } } } x
kn
n
k1 ! } } } kn !+ .
We then replace every :k  B in ez by its real, linear combination of
preceding basis elements. We get an expression in the form
:
k # J
ek(x):k
where the ek(x) are real power series in x1 , ..., xn .
We will show that every element of N(I(D)) can be written as a unique,
countable, R linear combination of the ek(x). Additionally, we show how
one can compute the coefficients of this linear combination.
NOTATION
Let Z be the set of integers, N will be the set of nonnegative integers, Nn
will be the set of n-tuples from N and we let |k|=|(k1 , k2 , ..., kn)|=
k1+k2 } } } +kn for k in Nn. As usual we let R[w]=R[w1 , ..., wn] be the
set of polynomials in w1 , ..., wn with coefficients from R. We use the
standard notation of letting wm represent wm11 w
m2
2 } } } w
mn
n in R[w] where
(m1 , m2 , ..., mn) # Nn.
We let Xm=(xm11 } } } x
mn
n )(m1 ! } } } mn !) and D
m=Dm11 } } } D
mn
n =
(m1+ } } } +mn)(xm11 } } } x
mn
n ) and for k # Z
n&Nn we set X k=0 so that
DmX j=X j&m for all j, m # Nn. We also write the ring of formal power
series in x1 , ..., xn in the modified form R[[x]]=[m # Nn am Xm | am # R].
R[[X]] AND R[D]
R[[x]] is a R vector space where r(7akX k)+(7bkX k)=(rak+bk) X k
for r # R and where 0 :#: k # N n 0 } X k. R[[x]] has a basis [Xk | k # Nn]
since every element of R[[x]] has a unique representation as a real, linear
combination of these monomials. We call this basis the standard basis for
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R[[x]]. Let R[D]=[ bkDk=k # N n, |k|<m bk Dk11 } } } D
kn
n | bk # R, m # N]
be the set of polynomials in D1 , ..., Dn where D0 :#: 1. So
DkXm={X
m&k
0
if m&k # Nn
if m&k  Nn.
We linearly extend this definition so that P(D) f (x) is defined in the
usual way for all P(D) # R[D] and for all f (x) # R[[x]]. So R[D] is a
ring of operators whose elements map R[[x]] into R[[x]].
The mapping ?0 : R[[x]]  R defined by ?0( akXk)=a0 is a linear
functional.
For k # Nn and f = a jX j # R[[x]] we also define ?k : R[[x]]  R by
?k f =?0(Dkf )=ak . So we have that ?k(k # Nn) are all linear functionals
and that
f = :
k # Nn
(?k f ) X k
is the unique representation for f in R[[x]] in terms of the standard basis.
We will refer to ?k as the kth projection operator.
AN ORDERING ON Nn
We totally order Nn as follows:
For k # Nn we set
|k|=k1+ } } } +kn
For k, m # Nn we write k<m if either
(i) |k|<|m| or
(ii) if |k|=|m| and the leftmost nonzero element of m&k is negative.
It follows that < is a total order on Nn. It also follows that if u, v, w # Nn
and if u<v then u+w<v+w. The symbol < is called the graded
lexicographic ordering or Nn with x1<x2< } } } <xn . It is described on
p. 17 of [14].
We also introduce the partial order  on Nn defined by km if
kimi for 1in. Similarly we write k<<m if km and ki<mi for
some 1in. It follows that if k<<m then km and that the total
order and partial order are compatible in the sense that if km, k{m
then k<m.
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We define the maps lt: R[[x]]&[0]  R[[x]] and elt : R[[x]]&
[0]  Nn by
lt \ :k # N n akX
k+=amX m and elt \ :k # N n ak X
k+=m
if am {0 and ak=0 \k<m. The term lt stands for least term and elt stands
for exponent of least term. The function elt is well defined for all elements
of R[[x]]&[0] since the exponents of these elements are bounded below
by 0.
We also define the map ht: R[D]&[0]  R[D] by
ht \ bkDk+=bm Dm
if bm {0 and bk=0 \k>m. The function ht stands for highest term. The
function ht is well defined for all elements of R[D]&[0] since a polyno-
mial contains only a finite number of terms.
THE ALGEBRA R[:] AND ITS ORDERED BASIS
All algebras considered in this paper are, real, unitary, finitely generated,
commutative, and associative. The word algebra will refer to algebras of
this type. For example, R[D] and R[[x]] are both algebras. (However,
we will only use those properties of R[[x]] associated with the fact that
it is a vector space.) In addition to R[D] and R[[x]], we will also need
the algebra R[:]=R[:1 , :2 , ..., :n] where the :i solve a system of polyno-
mial relations:
I( y)=[Q( y) # R[ y]=R[ y1 , ..., yn] | Q(:)=0].
Additionally, we require that the :i solve only this system of polynomials.
It is easy to verify that I( y) is an ideal. Conversely, if I( y) is any ideal
in R[ y], there exists an algebra R[:] so that I( y) is exactly the set of
polynomial relations which :1 , ..., :n jointly solve.
The following theorem describes the relationship between these two
concepts.
Theorem 1. Given an algebra R[:] there exists an ideal I( y) so that
R[:]$R[ y]I( y). Conversely, given an ideal I( y) in R[ y] there exists an
algebra R[:] so that [Q( y) # R[ y] | Q(:)=0] is an ideal I( y) and
R[:]$R[ y]I( y).
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Proof. This is a standard result in algebra. The isomorphism is
:i W [ yi] where [ yi] is the residue class corresponding to y i in R[ y]I( y).
Q.E.D.
We now inductively define an ordered basis B for the vector space R[:].
B will be a subset of T=[:k=:k11 } } } :
kn
n | k # N
n]. We will say that : j
‘‘precedes’’ :k in T if j<k in the total order <.
Now for every k # Nn one of the following two conditions holds for :k:
either
(i) _ck, i # R(i<k) so that :k= i<k ck, i: i, or
(ii) :k cannot be written as a real, linear combination of preceding
elements.
We define an ordered basis B of R[:] by
B={:k | _% ck, i # R so that :k= :i<k ck, i:
i= . (3a)
(Note: :0=1 # B since no term precedes 1 in T.) Corresponding to B is the
set of exponents of the basis elements:
J=[k # Nn | :k # B]. (3b)
We will refer to B as the ordered basis defined in terms of the total order
<. It follows that every :k  B can be written uniquely in the form
:k= :
i # J
i<k
ck, i:i. (4)
We now show
Lemma 2. Let B, J be defined as in (3a), (3b). Then there exists a
unique, minimal, and finite set of incomparable (with respect to )
exponents V=[v1 , ..., vt] # J (=the complement of J in Nn) so that : j  B if
and only if vi j for some 1it.
Proof. We first note that if m # J and m j then j # J . Now consider
the monomial ideal I1=( ym | m # J ) in R[ y].
By Dickson’s Lemma on p. 70 of [14]; there exist vi # J , 1is so that
I1=( yv1, ..., yvs) . It follows that ym # I1 if and only if vim for some
1is. Without loss of generality we may assume that the vi are distinct
and that vi<vi+1 for 1is&1. Furthermore, we may assume that the
vi are incomparable with respect to  (since if, for example, vs&1vs ,
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then I1=( yvi | 1is&1) ). In a similar fashion we conclude that the
minimal basis is unique, for if I1=( yui | 1it) , we may assume that
ui<ui+1 for 1it&1. Whence v1u1 and u1v1 so that u1=v1 .
An obvious induction gives us that s=t and that the exponents are equal.
Finally, we note that if :k  B then yk # I1 . So there exists v i , 1it so
that vik which is the conclusion of the lemma. Q.E.D.
We will refer to the unique set [:vi | 1it] as the reduced, generating
set of B .
Recalling the definition of I1 , we see that :vi  B for 1it. So _ck, vi # R
so that
:vi= :
k<vi
k # J
ck, vi :
k. (5)
Hence, letting
Qi ( y)=\yvi& :
k<vi
k # J
ck, vi y
k+ , (6)
we see that Qi ( y) # I( y) for 1it. We also note that
ht(Qi ( y))= yvi. (7)
By the way, [Qi ( y) | 1it] is the unique, reduced Grobner basis for
I( y). See p. 91 of [14] for a discussion of this basis.
THE NULLSPACE N(I(D))
Let I(D) be an ideal in R[D]. We define
N(I(D))=[ f =f (x) # R[[x]] | P(D) f=0 for all P(D) # I(D)].
It is easy to see that N(I(D)) is a R linear subspace of R[[x]]. The main
goal of this paper is to find an explicit basis for N(I(D)) for any I(D) in
R[D]. We solve this problem by finding an ordered basis for the algebra
R[:]$R[ y]I(y) and then rewriting the expression e(x)=k # Nn Xk:k
in terms of this basis (say e(x)=k # J ek(x):k). We show that
[ek(x) | k # J] forms a basis for N(I(D)) meaning that if f # N(I(D)) then
there exist unique ak # R so that f =k # J ak ek(x).
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THE MAIN THEOREM
We fix I(D) and define : by R[:]$R[ y]I( y). We explore the expression
e(x)= :
k # Nn
Xk :k (8)
where P(:)=0 for all P( y) # I( y). In (8), for each :k  B, we replace :k by
its unique R linear combination of preceding elements i # J, i<k ck, i:i (see
(4)). So
e(x)= :
k # J
Xk\ :
i<k
i # J
ck, i :i++ :k # J X
k:k
= :
k # J \ :
i  J
k<i
ci, k X i+:k+ :k # J X
k:k
= :
k # J
gk(x):k+ :
k # J
Xk:k= :
k # J
ek(x):k (9)
where this last expression also serves as the definition of gk(x) and ek(x) for
k # J.
Now gk(x)=k<i, i  J ci, kX i and ek(x)=Xk+ gk(x) are defined for all
k # J (and only k # J).
Also by (9) and by the definition of ek(x), gk(x) we have
?jgk(x)=0 for all j, k # J, (10a)
elt(gk(x))>k, and (10b)
?j ek(x)=$ j, k for all j, k # J. (10c)
We can now state and prove the main theorem:
Theorem 3. Let I(D) be an ideal in R[D]. If f =f (x) # N(I(D)) then
f =k # J (?k f ) ek(x) is the unique representation for f as a real, linear
combination of ek(x), k # J.
Proof of theorem 3. Let ,: R[ y]  R[:] be the homomorphism
mapping yi  :i (and so P(:)=0 for all P( y) # I( y)). Hence
e(x)=(1,) \ :k # Nn X
kyk+ . (11)
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We also note that (for m # Nn)
(Dm1) \ :k # Nn X
kyk+= :k # Nn X
kyk+m. (12)
Let P(D)=i # F biD i # I(D) (where F is the finite set of nonzero exponents
occurring in P(D)).
We compute (P(D),)(k # Nn Xk yk) in two different ways. Now
(P(D),)(k # Nn X kyn)=(1,)(k # Nn XkykP( y)) (by (12)) =
k # Nn X k :kP(:)=0 (since P(:)=0). So 0=(P(D),)(k # Nn Xkyk)
=(P(D)1) e(x)=(P(D)1)(k # J ek(x):k) (by (9)) =k # J P(D)
ek(x):k.
Since [:k | k # J] is a linearly independent set over R we conclude that
p(D) ek(x)=0 for all k # J. This argument shows that ek(x) # N(I(D)) for
all k # J and that [ek(x) | k # J] is a linearly independent set over R.
We now show that every f # N(I(D)) can be written as a linear combina-
tion of the ek(x). We calculate ?k f for all k # J and then we form
f = f& :
k # J
(?k f ) ek(x).
We show that f =0 by showing that ?k f =0 for all k # Nn.
We suppose by way of contradiction that f {0. So it must be that either
_j # J so that ?j f {0 or _j # J so that ?j f {0. Now for j # J we have
?j f =?j f &k # J (?k f )(?jek(x))=?j f &k # J (?k f ) $j, k (by (10c)). So ?j f =
?j f &?j f =0.
Hence it must be that ?j f {0 for some j # J . So we assume that
f =k # J akXk, ak # R where some ak {0. Let lt(k # J akXk)=amXm be
the least term (in the total order <). So am {0. By Lemma 2 there exists
s, 1st so that vsm. We now look at Qs(D) f where Qs( y) is
defined in (6).
Claim. lt(Qs(D) f )=amXm&vs (so that f  N(I(D)) which gives us our
contradiction). For simplicity we write f =amXm+i # M a iX i and
Qs(D)=Dvs+ j # U bj D j where these expressions define the subsets M and
U of Nn and where
m<i \i # M, j<vs \j # U, and vsm. (13)
So
Qs(D) f =amXm&vs+ :
i # M
aiX i&vs+ :
j # U
am bjXm& j+ :
i # M
:
j # U
aib jX i& j.
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But (13) implies the following:
m&vs<i&vs \i # M, so we have ?m&vs(X
i&vs)=0 \i # M,
m&vs<m& j \j # U, so we have ?m&vs(X
m& j)=0 \j # U,
and
m&vs<i& j \i # M, \j # U,
so we have
?m&vs(X
i& j)=0 \i # M, \j # U.
Hence lt(Qs(D) f )=amXm&vs{0. This contradiction proves the main
theorem. K
EXAMPLES AND REMARKS
Example 1. Let n=1 and let P( y) be a polynomial of degree m.
Let P( y) have distinct roots r1 , ..., rt with multiplicities m1 , ..., mt . So
m=m1+ } } } +mt .
Now R[:]=R[ y](P( y)) and 1, :, ..., :m&1 are linearly independent
over R. So B=[1, :, ..., :m&1] and J=[0, 1, ..., m&1].
Now (9), (10) imply that
e(x)=ex:= :
m&1
i=0
e i (x) :i
where ?j ei (x)=$j, i for i, j # J.
Recalling (1) we have [xskerkx | 0skmk&1, 1kt] forms the Euler
basis for N(I(D)). Since ?j ei (x)=$j, i , we can rewrite the Euler basis in
terms of the ei (x) basis as follows:
xskerkx= :

i=0
r ik
i !
xsk+i= :
m&1&sk
i=0
r ik
(i+sk)!
i !
e i+sk (x).
Example 2. Let I( y) be an ideal in R[ y]=R[ y1 , ..., yn]. We construct
R[:]$R[ y]I( y), B, J and [ek(x) | k # J] as described in the paper.
Suppose r # Z(I( y)); then we know that erx # N(I(D)). erx can easily be
written in terms of the ek(x) basis as follows:
erx= :
k # Nn
rkxk
k!
= :
k # J
rkek(x).
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Remark 1. In a previous paper [16], the author describes a polyno-
mial basis for all polynomial solutions to a system of linear, constant coef-
ficient PDEs. It is natural to wonder if this polynomial basis can be
extended to a power series basis. In general, the answer is no since in most
cases the system of PDEs has no polynomial solutions. For example, let
n=1 as in Example 1 above. If ri {0 for any root ri of P( y)=0, then it is
easily seen that P(D) u(x)=0 has no polynomial solutions. When n1
and I(D) is a principal ideal, general conditions under which every power
series solution is a limit of polynomial solutions is considered in Chapter 4
of [1].
Remark 2. Given a system of PDEs I(D), let [ek(x) | k # J] be a set of
basis elements for N(I(D)), as described in (9). If we let the variables x i ,
1in assume complex values, we conjecture that the ek(x) are entire
functions \k # J.
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